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ABSTRACT
Aim to establish a scientific and reasonable quality evaluation method of pharmacy
open experimental teaching mode. Method The pharmacy open experiment is
embodied in the forms of amateurism, nature of curriculum and graduation design;
three different forms of quality evaluation system are established according to the
three different forms of open experimental teaching. Results The established quality
evaluation system of pharmacy open experimental teaching mode breaks the
traditional single evaluation mode; embodies the student-oriented educational
thought; and also conduces to improve the enthusiasm and proactivity of students to
participate in the experiment, achieve teaching objectives, and increase teaching
quality. Conclusion The research also has certain enlightening effect on the reform of
assessment and evaluation mode of pharmacy open experimental teaching of higher
education in China.
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INTRODUCTION
In order to carry out the pharmacy open experimental teaching, we have carried out undergraduate tutorial system
in the early stage of practice, and each student has chosen his favorite tutor according to his own interests and
hobbies (Lutfi, 2013; Yang et al., 2015). And laboratories and research laboratories are fully opened. From 2008, the
practice of pharmacy open experimental teaching mode after class gradually began to be performed from the
undergraduate innovation experiment plan. From 2013, the practice of curriculum content type of pharmacy open
experimental teaching mode began to be performed, and the “Pharmaceutical Analysis” and “Pharmacy
Experimental Study” were selected. From 2014, the practice of pharmacy open experimental teaching mode began
to be carried out in the undergraduate graduation design.
Considering that the feature of pharmacy open experimental teaching mode is embodied in the forms of
amateurism, curriculum nature and graduation design, we think that the experimental processes and results are
both very important. Therefore, the evaluation should not simply take the results as a conclusion, but the following
aspects should be synthetically taken into account: evaluating that if the experimental program highlights novelty
and originality of the design; evaluating that if the experimental process reflects independence and exerts students’
cognitive ability; evaluating that if the experimental program is economical, simple, scientific and reasonable, and
can achieve the desired results; and evaluating the form (reports or thesis) and value embodiment of the
experimental results. Only by taking these factors into account, can the evaluation of pharmacy open experimental
teaching mode be scientific and objective.

LITERATURES REVIEWING
The pharmacy open experimental teaching is an effective way to cultivate innovative talents. Hu et al. said: the
driving force of research is to cultivate students’ innovative ability through various effective ways (2016). Some
scholars also tried open experimental teaching in the teaching of Fluid Mechanics, Computer, Engineering and
other disciplines (Marsico et al., 2017; Price et al., 2017; Schauer et al., 2008). Yet effective utilization of the ways in
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This paper sets up three different forms of quality evaluation system.
It breaks the current single evaluation mode and embodies the scientificity of the evaluation system.
This paper according to the different form of the opening experimental teaching, considering the
originality and economy of the experimental scheme, the independence of the experimental process, the
value embodiment of the experimental results and other factors.

cultivating the students should also be evaluated while looking for the effective ways and objective evaluation
criteria should also be developed (Lin et al., 2016; Tarcilo et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2013). The current research type
is single in type, and cannot reflect the comprehensiveness, integration, and innovation of the evaluation. Therefore,
how to evaluate the open experiment, so that the evaluation is more scientific and reasonable, and reflects the true
value of the experimental quality is the primary problem. The establishment of the quality evaluation system of
pharmacy open experimental teaching mode not only embodies the scientific thought of teaching strategy, but also
conduces to improve the enthusiasm and proactively of the students to participate in the experiment, and achieve
teaching objectives and increase teaching quality.

RESEARCH DESIGN
According to these three different forms of open experimental teaching, we also established three different
forms of quality evaluation system respectively:
(1) The evaluation system established for the open experiments performed after class.
The content of the open experiment performed after class comes from an original topic that the students
themselves are interested in, student science and technology competition, a scientific research subject that an
undergraduate tutor is responsible for, and the development and improvement of classroom teaching. In the actual
operation, it is mainly reflected in various science and technology competitions, and scientific research subjects of
undergraduate tutors. After the preliminary working basis, the best program is designed and approved by the
tutors. In view of this, the principle of establishing the quality evaluation system is student-centered, and pays
attention to students’ subjectivation development and individuation development. To this end we have established
the following evaluation system, see Table 1:
Table 1. Content and Standard of Quality Evaluation for Open Experiment (after class)
Serial No.

Evaluation Index

Weight

1
2

Time of experiments (≥20, ≥40, ≥60, ≥80h)
Documents reading (≥10, ≥20, ≥30, ≥40 pieces)
Operation technology reflecting correctness, proficiency, no
defect and with low repetition rate
Independence of the experimental process
Whether the experimental process is economical and simple
Data analysis being scientific, accurate, and logical
Expected test results analysis reflecting comprehensiveness
and predictability
Innovativeness
Experimental report and review
Achievements (articles, patents, etc.)

0.5
0.5

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total
Feature
Innovation

A

Evaluation Grade
B
C

D

1.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
10
Overall
Evaluation

It should be noted that: when a student performing open experiments, his tutor (teacher, graduate student)
randomly inspects the student’s experiment: whether complies with open experimental code of conduct, whether
works properly in accordance with the program, whether needs to address technical problems and how to solve
them, and fill the inspection process in the open laboratory record at any time. It is important to participate in this
type of open experiment, and the assessment results serve as a part of the innovation quality expansion credits.
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Table 2. Content and Standard of Quality Evaluation for Open Experiment (in curriculum teaching)
Serial No.

Evaluation Index

Weight

1
2
3

Documents reading (≥5, ≥10, ≥15, ≥20 pieces)
Design of the experimental topic
Group Discussion for the experimental program design
Operation technology reflecting correctness, proficiency, no
defect and with low repetition rate
Teamwork performance and independent spirit in the
experimental process
Whether the experimental process being economical and simple
Data analysis being scientific, accurate, and logical
Time of experiments: ≤8h
Experiment operating record (Results)
Experimental report and review

0.5
0.5
1.5

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total
Feature
Innovation

A

Evaluation Grade
B
C

D

1.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.5
1.5
10
Overall
Evaluation

(2) The evaluation system established for the open experiments performed in the curriculum teaching.
The purpose of performing open experiment in the curriculum teaching is to enable students to take full range
of training in mastering basic knowledge, basic methods and basic skills of pharmaceutical experiment; cultivate
students’ good scientific literacy and team spirit; and make them have the quality and ability to carry out scientific
research work independently. After discussion, we initially selected one of the main courses of pharmacy“Pharmaceutical Analysis” for early practice, and the mode is to first select one piece of content of the course to
perform open experiments, and then promote the application after accumulating certain experience. For the
evaluation system, see Table 2.
While performing an open experiment of a designated course, it should be noted that: the whole process should
be monitored by full-time teachers, and the open experiment should be completed within the prescribed time and
accepted by teachers. During the experimental process, the teachers should accept students’ questions, indicate an
operation error, discrepancies between design and actual operation, and evaluate quality at any time. Students are
encouraged to select design tests and advanced pharmaceutical experimental methods, technology. At the same
time, each group of students may have different experimental projects, and each student has his own personalized
emphasis through open experiment training. Therefore, teachers should take different points and degree of
difficulty into account in the assessment process. This open experimental teaching evaluation system pays more
attention to the assessment of process.
(3) The evaluation system established for the open experiments performed in the graduation design.
Graduation design is an important part in undergraduate education of regular institutions of higher learning,
and it is also an important process for university students to consolidate, synthetically apply and practice the
knowledge they have learned and explore new fields. Open experiments for graduation design have a very
important guiding role in improving the undergraduates’ comprehensive ability and quality. For the evaluation
system, see Table 3.
Students majored in pharmacy generally choose pharmaceutical factories, institutes for drug control, hospitals,
research institutes and other related units for graduation practice. Therefore, feasibility of the practice units needs
to be considered in the graduation design. Quantification, details of the graduation design, students’ selfperception, and evaluation of the practice units should be fully considered in the quality evaluation. While
performing the open experiments, students are encouraged to seek advice and suggestions from the teachers
designated by the university.
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Table 3. Content and Standard of Quality Evaluation for Open Experiment (in graduation design)
Serial No.

Evaluation Index

Weight

1

Documents reading (≥20, ≥30, ≥40, ≥50 pieces)
Selection of the graduation design topic, reflection of the
epochal character
Design of the experimental program reflecting the
innovativeness and practicality
Thesis proposal
Independent spirit and scientificity in the experimental process
Data analysis being scientific, accurate, and logical
Operation technology reflecting correctness, proficiency, no
defect and with low repetition rate
Mid-term inspection
Experiment operating record (Results)
Design report, graduation thesis (with or without theses,
patents published)

0.5

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total
Feature
Innovation

A

Evaluation Grade
B
C

D

0.5
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.5
1.5
10
Overall
Evaluation

DISCUSSION
The research results of the predecessors are basically the systematic description on open experiment in different
majors, which is single in form and the evaluation criteria and the content thereof are not complete (Cao et al., 2017;
Qu et al., 2017; Ying, 2009). Some of the research results emphasis on the reform in content, and other research
results emphasis on the change in form (Chen et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). However, in this paper, the pharmacy
open experiment is divided into three forms, three kinds of evaluation criteria are established, the inherent
differences in amateurism, curriculum nature and graduation design are fully embodied, and evaluation focuses
thereof are different, so that the evaluation criteria is more objective and reasonable, scientific and innovative,
reflects the correctness in grading, and is operational.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The pharmacy open experimental teaching model can improve students’ interest in learning and promote the
creation of innovative thinking effectively, and it can be effectively guaranteed under the specifically operational
quality evaluation system. The establishment of the quality evaluation system of pharmacy open experimental
teaching mode not only embodies the student-oriented educational thought, but also conduces to improve the
enthusiasm and proactivity of students to participate in the experiment, achieve teaching objectives and increase
teaching quality. On this basis, the open laboratory performance evaluation system will also be gradually
established, so that the laboratory is targeted constructed and developed in a good direction, and open laboratory
construction and development is promoted to a higher level.
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